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Abstract
This paper describes work in progress concerning the adequate modeling of fast speech in unit selection speech synthesis systems, mostly having in mind blind and visually impaired users. Initially, a survey of the main characteristics of
fast speech will be given. Subsequently, strategies for fast
speech production will be discussed. Certain requirements
concerning the ability of a speaker of a fast speech unit selection inventory are drawn. The following section deals with a
perception study where a selected speaker's ability to speak
fast is investigated. To conclude, a preliminary perceptual analysis of the recordings for the speech synthesis corpus is
presented.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, unit selection, fast speech

1. Introduction
Especially the blind and visually impaired prefer a fast speech
output when using a speech synthesis system [1, 2, 3]. However, up to now fast speech is inadequately implemented in
unit selection synthesis systems. Architectures like formant or
diphone synthesis are able to produce synthetic speech at a
fast speech rate, but the generated speech does not reflect the
characteristics of natural fast speech.
The phonetic characteristics of natural fast speech are
found to be very different from those of speech produced at
“normal” speech rates. The faster somebody speaks the less
intelligible his utterances become. For the most part this is up
to the increasing overlap of single segments when speaking
rate increases. The articulatory targets important for a clear
pronunciation are no longer reached [4, 5]. In vowels, this
mainly becomes manifest in shorter duration and a change in
characteristic formant frequencies [6, 7]. Consonants are assimilated more often and are even changing their consonantal
category. Their intensity decreases as well as their realization
becomes incomplete. Sometimes, they are even elided completely [6, 8]. Larger units like syllables or intonation phrases
are affected likewise: the duration of syllables is shortened
and the total number of stressed syllables decreases [9,
10].The number and strength of phrase boundaries declines
[10] and the fundamental frequency contour becomes flatter
[11]. Speaking generally, coarticulation, reduction, assimilation and elision are augmenting throughout fast speech.
In order to model fast speech in speech synthesis, there
are several options. The first is to accelerate linearly the
“normal” speech by means of duration manipulation. The
second is to mimic certain prosodic features typical for fast
speech such as fewer and shorter pauses, flatter intonation
contour and decreased strength and number of prosodic
boundaries. Previous studies indicate that these approaches
lead to different results in perception experiments. E. g.
artificially produced fast words whose temporal pattern was
equivalent to natural fast speech were judged to be less
intelligible than artificially produced fast words which were
simply linearly compressed. The less the stimulus deviated
from its canonical form the better the word was understood by
listeners [12]. This indicates that a clear pronunciation is still
preferred over a synthesis that includes typical phonetic
characteristics of natural fast speech such as reductions,
elisions and strong coarticulation.
Furthermore, in a comparison of two synthesis architectures where a linear tempo manipulation is easily performed,
i. e. formant or diphone synthesis, blind listeners preferred the
less natural sounding formant synthesis over diphone synthe-

sis with regards to intelligibility in very fast speech [3]. This
indicates that the fast and smooth acoustic transitions in
natural speech are also important for the intelligibility of
synthetic speech. Such transitions are not treated adequately
by traditional diphone concatenation synthesis but can be
modeled by a formant synthesis. Since discontinuities pose a
problem for concatenative synthesis in general and unit
selection synthesis in particular, Breuer [13] suggested to
simply treat certain phone sequences which are prone to
heavy coarticulation as atomic in the sense that they are
regarded as two or more phones, but one indivisible synthesis
unit. This approach might lead to a possible solution to model
fast synthetic speech both naturally – by using prerecorded
concatenation units – and intelligibly – by including typical
smooth transitions in heavily coarticulated contexts.
Taking into account the aforementioned preconditions,
the main focus of the project is the definition of robust directives which should be obeyed when building a unit selection
synthesis for the visually impaired that can produce fast or
very fast speech in an acceptable quality regarding both intelligibility and naturalness. Thus, the approach chosen here
includes the creation of an independent inventory inherently
showing all segmental and suprasegmental characteristics of
natural fast speech and at the same time avoiding too heavy
reduction and coarticulation for the benefit of intelligibility.

2. H&H theory
As coarticulation as well as reduction affect the intelligibility
of natural speech adversely one has to ask if there basically
exists a possibility to avoid these phenomena when speaking
in a normal or even in a fast rate. An answer to this question is
given by the Hypo- and Hyperspeech theory (H&H theory) by
Lindblom [14]. It claims that despite the continuous course of
speech and the coarticulation and reduction effects involved a
speaker should be able to realize a sufficient contrast while
speaking. This is necessary to be understood by a listener and
thus to communicate successfully.
While talking, the speaker has to choose between articulatory effort on the one hand and reaching the communicative
goal on the other hand. So the speech output is influenced by
economic as well as by communicative factors. The economic
reasons get manifested in less carefully articulated speech
(hypospeech), the communicative goal in very clearly articulated (hyper-) speech. Lindblom himself describes the situation as follows: „Hence speakers are expected to vary their
output along a continuum of hyper- and hypospeech“ [ibid.:
403]. Consequently, speakers should be able to speak both
fast and clear if they increase articulatory effort. In order to
build a useful synthesis inventory to model fast speech, a
speaker needed to be found who was able to realize this
speaking style best.

3. Speaker requirements
Research in unit selection speech synthesis has shown that the
quality of the synthetic speech for the most part is determined
by the inventory speaker. Skilled speakers who learned to
speak with consistent voice quality and high articulatory precision over a long period will generally produce an inventory at
higher quality than untrained speakers [15].
If the inventory is based on fast speech the emerging
problems of articulatory precision and consistent voice quality would presumably increase. Assuming that untrained
speakers will reduce the articulatory precision for the benefit

of economic reasons to a greater extent than skilled speakers
the inventory speaker should fit the following criteria:
• He/she should be a skilled speaker who is able to speak
both very fast and very clearly. Previous studies for German [16] and Dutch [17] showed a maximum speaking
rate at approximately 8 syllables/second when the speech
was still highly intelligible. This rate is the set target for
the fast speech rate inventory which is to be developed
here.
• The speaking experiences of the speaker should not emanate from one specific domain. He/she should not use a specific speaking style like news anchor or auction house
style because these speaking styles are nontransferable to
other domains.
Based on these requirements the search for a suitable speaker
began with a group of 9 voluntary people who had done corpus recordings for speech synthesis before or had other speaking related experiences as a radio presenter or similar.
Prerecordings were carried out, based on different tasks. The
tasks included the reading of 5 German sentences in normal
and fast speech rate as well as the realization of 2 additional
sentences containing some English phrases, also in two rate
conditions. Altogether, there were 6 female and 3 male candidates whose speech was judged by 12 phonetically trained
listeners. The individual speaker's fastest possible articulation
rate, the perceptual clarity concerning fast speech and their individual voice characteristics were assessed. The sustainment
of voice quality and voice intensity as well as accuracy of articulation and naturalness of intonation and pronunciation –
the latter foremost in the fast speech version – were the most
important judgment criteria. They are known to be the best
guarantee for a high degree of naturalness in unit selection
speech synthesis [15].
This way, the presumably most suitable speakers (2 female and 1 male speaker) for a fast speech inventory were determined. After a second run of assessment, one of the female
speakers turned out to be the most able to speak very clearly
at maximum speaking rate and subsequently was chosen for
corpus recordings.

• Reduced intensity of fricatives
• Reduced number of stressed syllables
• Reduced number and duration of pauses
• Reduced number and intensity of phrase boundaries
• Flattened fundamental frequency contour
As this was an extensive analysis a detailed description is not
included here. Nevertheless, the results of the acoustic
evaluation in general showed that – in line with the H&H
theory – all of the phenomena specified above occurred more
rarely in the fast and clear speech utterances than in the simply
fast utterances, which were realized without any exceptional
articulatory effort.

4.2. Perceptual evaluation
Subsequently, a perceptual evaluation of the different fast versions was conducted. Therefore, excerpts (cf. Figure 1a, 1b) of
the different recordings were selected which were expected to
show both distinct coarticulation and reduction effects. A perception experiment was created consisting of nine subtest.
Each of the subtests contained the same excerpts of the different fast as well as both fast and clear versions. The excerpts
were compared pairwise and judged by phonetically skilled (n
= 10) as well as by phonetically untrained (n = 13) listeners. It
was anticipated that the explicitly clearly articulated utterances
would be judged as being more comprehensible than the fast
but not clearly spoken versions.

4. Speaker evaluation
As during the prerecordings no special attention was paid to
the precision of articulation, again recordings at both normal
and fast speech rate were carried out. These recordings were
based on a text which already was used in the BonnTempoCorpus [16]. The text derived from the narrative Selbs Betrug
by B. Schlink (1994) and included 4 main and 3 subclauses
containing 76 syllables. At the beginning, the speaker was told
to read the text three times in a normal speech rate.
Afterwards, she had to read the text again three times as fast as
possible. To prove that she was indeed able to speak both fast
and clear three further recordings were carried out. At this, the
speaker was asked to intentionally enhance the articulatory
effort and to speak particularly clear. The speech rate was
intended to increase for each of the three fast versions in both
the fast and the fast and clear condition. Thus, there were six
samples of fast speech to analyze, three consisting of simply
fast speech and three consisting of both fast and very clear
speech, respectively.

Figure 1a: Spectrogram showing the excerpt “ans
Ende der Welt” (to the end of the world) of a clear
fast speech version.

4.1. Acoustic evaluation
As a first step, an analysis of the acoustic characteristics of the
different fast rate versions was performed. The question was if
by means of these characteristics it would become apparent
that the speaker was indeed able to avoid undesirable effects
like coarticulation and reduction in fast speech. In detail, the
following phenomena were analyzed:
• Shortening and reduction of vowels
• Schwa elision
• Syllabification of consonants
• Assimilation of consonants
• Incomplete closure and/or incomplete plosive bursts
• Changes in Voice Onset Time

Figure 1b: Spectrogram showing the excerpt “ans
Ende der Welt” (to the end of the world) of an unclear fast speech version.
The excerpts were chosen in the way that the content was still
intelligible. However, to avoid problems in comprehension
the text of each excerpt was displayed at the beginning of
each subtest. Furthermore, the subjects had the possibility to
repeat the stimuli up to three times. Altogether, they were
presented 135 stimuli, each of them consisting of a pair of the
same excerpt deriving from different versions. The subjects
were instructed to choose from each pair the realization which

was pronounced more clearly or rather the one they understood better. The experiment was conducted in a quiet environment, stimuli were presented via earphones.
Table 1: Speech rate (syllables per second), mean value
of similarly fast versions, gained points, scaled number of
points.
Version
clear03
unclear01
clear01
unclear03
clear02
unclear02

Speech
rate
7,25
7,35
7,53
7,85
8,26
8,38

Mean
value
7,30
7,30
7,69
7,69
8,32
8,32

Gained
points
670
568
701
342
576
247

Scaled
points
674,76
563,96
716,21
334,89
580,16
245,24

scaled number of points

Because of the varying intended speech rates, first of all the
speech rate was defined precisely in syllables per second for
each version (cf. Table 1). After that, for each pair of similarly
fast versions the arithmetic mean value was calculated. To
measure the difference in intelligibility between the different
versions, each excerpt which was judged as articulated more
clearly or rather more comprehensible received one point. In
order to account for the varying tempo the total number of
gained points was divided by the exact speech rate and then
multiplied by the mean value of the corresponding pair. In
doing so, a normalized value was obtained which gave an
account of the “better to understand and/or more clearly”
judgments relative to the speech rate.
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Figure 2: Judgment in scaled number of points,
mapped on speech rate.
Looking at Figure 2 it already becomes obvious that the fast
and intentionally clear articulated versions perform significantly better than the inarticulated versions. A chi-square test
confirms these findings (p < 0.001). Between the phonetically
skilled and the phonetically untrained listeners there was no
significant difference in judgment to observe.

4.3. Corpus recordings
After validating that the chosen speaker was indeed able to
speak both very fast and very clearly, corpus recordings started. The base of these recordings were 400 sentences which
were selected randomly from the BITS Corpus [19]. The
BITS-Corpus itself was chosen due to its availability and its
phonologically balanced design fulfilling the general criteria
of unit selection speech synthesis systems. It was developed
especially for diphone and unit selection speech synthesis and
comprises more than 1600 sentences in total. The selected 400
sentences were recorded in 2 conditions:
• normal speech rate (4 syllables per second)
• maximum clear speech rate (8 syllables per second)
All recordings were conducted in a sound treated recording
studio. Due to the fact that not all recordings could be done in

one session a strict monitoring of speaking rate, phrasing and
intensity was necessary. Consequently, prior to each session as
well as within the sessions, several reference sentences were
presented to the speaker in order to (re)adjust her performance. The reference sentences were recordings of the first session. Special attention was paid to the adjustment of speaking
rate, phrasing, accentuation style and intensity. To reach the
fastest rate of speech possible it has proven useful to guide the
speaker to the designated tempo gradually [20]. So, fast versions of one sentence were recorded repeatedly in succession,
accelerating the speaking tempo and enhancing the articulatory effort each time, as often as possible.
Thus, two unit selection inventories were created: one in
normal speech rate and one in fast speech rate articulated as
accurate as possible.

4.3.1. Evaluation of linear compression
As Janse [12] found out, artificially produced fast spoken
words whose temporal pattern was equivalent to natural fast
speech were judged to be less intelligible than artificially produced fast spoken words which were simply linearly compressed. The less the stimulus deviated from the canonical
form the better the word was understood by listeners.
Taking these findings into account the first part of the
evaluation was to determine whether the normal speech rate
sentences were judged as more intelligible than the fast speech
rate sentences when having the same speech rate. Therefore,
the normal rate sentences were sped up linearly by means of
the TD-PSOLA algorithm until they met the higher speech
rate of the corresponding fast sentences. It was expected that
in this condition the stimuli based on the normal rate versions
were judged to be more intelligible, but maybe not as natural
as the unmodified fast versions.
The next step was the acceleration of both versions to an
even faster speech tempo, namely twice the tempo of the
underlying fast speech rate versions. Thus, the sentences
which were generated from the normal rate sentences had to
be manipulated more strongly with respect to their duration,
whereas the sentences generated from the fast rate speech
required a comparatively small durational manipulation. The
extensive manipulation of the normal rate versions may create
another variable influencing the results of the perception experiments: artifacts which are known to appear when using the
TD-PSOLA algorithm [21]. Nevertheless, it was decided to
use this algorithm here because it is still generally applied in
speech synthesis systems. Thus, the stimuli generated from
fast speech sentences were expected to be judged as more
intelligible and more natural than the stimuli generated from
normal rate sentences.
The experiment included 20 sentences which were randomly chosen from the 400 recorded corpus sentences. In order to create the stimuli for the first part of the experiment the
total duration of the normal and corresponding fast rate utterance was measured and the ratio of their duration was calculated. With the aid of this durational factor, the normal rate
version was accelerated linearly to the tempo of the fast version. For the second part of the experiment the sentences were
accelerated to twice the tempo of the natural fast speech rate.
Altogether, the subjects were presented with 40 stimuli, each
of them consisting of a pair of the same sentence generated
from the two different underlying versions by linear acceleration. The subjects were instructed to choose from each pair the
realization which they understood better or which was pronounced more clearly. They were also asked to judge the naturalness of the more intelligible sample. The experiment was
conducted in a quiet environment and stimuli were presented
via earphones. 11 subjects took part in the experiment.
The approach to the analysis of the results was similar to
the one in the perceptual study presented before: the version
of the sentence which was judged to be more intelligible received one point. As was expected, in the first part of the experiment the stimuli generated from normal speech rate sentences were judged to be more intelligible than the natural
fast spoken ones (χ², p < 0.05). This advantage of the normal
speech rate stimuli disappears in the very fast condition (cf.
Figure 3). There even is a slight tendency to prefer the stimuli
generated from natural fast speech, albeit not a significant
one. However, the natural fast stimuli are clearly preferred
with respect to naturalness (χ², p < 0.0001). These results
confirm our initial hypotheses.
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